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Scale  ‐  1  0.05 
Mass  kg  3.535E+04  4.004 
Mass inertia moment  kgm2 2.555E+06  1.00 
Draft  m  2.134  0.110 
Diameter of float at water line  m  4.946  0.256 
Centre of gravity yG,0  m  6.428  0.415 
Centre of gravity zG,0  m  ‐3.973  ‐0.206 
Centre of buoyancy yE,0  m  8.660  0.437 















Figure 1: Equation of motion for the pivoting Wavestar absorbers. 
 
Three simple strategies are: 
 No control:     ܯࢉ ൌ 0 
 Resistive control:   ܯࢉ ൌ ࢉࢉߠሶ஺ 























Period T  [s]








Single Wavestar laboratory scale float at neutral
Period T  [s]








Single Wavestar laboratory scale float at neutral
Wave period T  [s]



















































Wave diffraction force IRF
Single Wavestar laboratory scale float at neutral, Wave dir: +90 °
Time t  [s]











Radiation force IRF for convolution integral with velocity





























Rational approximation fit real part
Rational approximation fit imaginary part












Time t  [s]








Radiation force IRF for convolution integral with velocity
Single Wavestar laboratory scale float at neutral
Exact calculation
From fit with "invfreqs"
